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Abstract

We prove exponential lower bounds on the running
time of many algorithms for Constraint Satisfaction,
by giving a simple family of instances on which they
always take exponential time. Although similar lower
bounds for most of these algorithms have been shown
before, we provide a uniform treatment which illus-
trates a powerful general approach and has stronger
impfications for the practice of algorithm design.

Introduction
Finite-domain constraint satisfaction (CSP) is a pop-
ular problem solving technique in AI. A CSP instance
is a set of variablesFand a set of constraints on values
assigned to them. Solving an instance requires finding
an assignment which satisfies the constraintsFor deter-
mining that no such assignment exists. In the usual
formalizations this task is NP-completePso a polyno-
mial time algorithm exists if and only if P=NP. Since
many practical problems amount to solving CSPsFwe
want to find the best algorithms we canFregardless of
the truth of this proposition.

The literature on performance of CSP algorithms
consists largely of experimental comparisons of vari-
ants of backtracking on benchmark instances. A few
papers include proofs that one variant is never worse
(and sometimes better) than another. These are valu-
able methodsFbut it may turn out that we are arguing
over the best way to build ladders when we need rocket-
ships. We habitually provide (rough) upper bounds for
algorithmsPbut it is lower bounds that lead us to un-
derstand when and why algorithms do badly. ThusF
lower bounds are more likely to lead us in fruitful di-
rectionsFor at least away from some which are futile.

In this paperPwe analyze a number of popular tech-
niques for solving CSPsFand give a family of instances
for which they take exponential time. We discuss dif-
ferences between our bounds and some previous re-
sultsF notably those from (Baker 1995)Pin Related
Work. Our method involves showing a correspondence
between the algorithm execution and proofs in the
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propositional calculus. That such correspondences ex-
ist seems to be conventional wisdom in the communityF
but we have never seen a coherent treatment of this in
the literatureFsuggesting that it is not considered im-
portant. We hope with this paper to partially redress
the formerFand encourage re-consideration of the lat-
ter. In particular we will argue that proof-based anal-
ysis of algorithmsFin addition to being a valuable tool
for understanding existing algorithmsFtells us some-
thing useful about what we ought to be doing next.

The properties we prove are for unsatisfiable in-
stancesF but the message about satisfiable instances
is essentially the same1. When a backtrack-based al-
gorithm takes a long time on a satisfiable instance it
must be becauseP after making some unlucky assign-
mentsFit generated an unsatisfiable sub-problem that
took a long time. If every unsatisfiable sub-problem
generated was solved quicklyFthe algorithm would find
a solution quickly. Our results apply also to unsatisfi-
able sub-problems generated in the process of solving
a satisfiable instance.

Note that our lower bounds apply independent of
variable or value ordering heuristics. (For unsatisfiable
inputsP value ordering does not for matter for back-
trackingFbut it does matter for better algorithms.) For
a fully specified algorithmFit is often easy to construct
hard inputs by tricking the ordering heuristic. This
approach is inadequate in generalF and we eliminate
the issue by analyzing algorithms as families.

Method and Results
Here we address several of the most prominent meth-
ods in the literature. There are too many variants to be
comprehensivePbut our results apply to many others.

Let P~ be the following set of CSP algorithms.

{ Backtracking (BT)
Backmarking (BM) (Gashnig 1977),
Backjumping (B J) (Gashnig 1978),
Graph-Based Backjumping (GBJ) (Dechter 1990),
Conflict-Directed Backjumping (CBJ)(Prosser 1993),
Forward Checking (FC) (Haralick and Elliot 1980),
Minimal Forward Checking (MFC)

1We consider only complete algorithms. Incomplete
methods are useful, but are not our concern here.
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(Dent and Mercer 1994),
FC with CBJ (FC-CBJ) (Prosser 1993),
Maintaining Arc Consistency (MAC)

(Sabin and Freuder 1994),
MAC with CBJ (MAC-CBJ) (Prosser 1995),
Learning (Dechter 1990)
Dynamic Backtracking (DB) (Ginsberg 1993) 
Let TimeA (N) be the maximum execution time for

algorithm A on an instance of size N. Recall that ~(.)
is the lower bound analog of O(.). For f,g : N ~ 
f(N) E~(g(N))-- 3c>0s.t. vg>0f(N) >__c.g(N).

Theorem 1 For every A E R, TimeA (n) 2a(’~).

Theorem 1 says that for every algorithm in R, there
are infinitely many instances on which it takes takes
time at least 2c~, c > 0 a constantFon every instance
of size at least n. In factra single family of instances
suffices for all the algorithms in RFand many others.
Proof: There are two main steps. First we define a
class of "resolution bounded" CSP algorithms. The
running time of a resolution bounded algorithm on in-
stance A is at least as large as the length of a resolution
refutation of a related formula ¢(A). We then exhibit
an infinite family of CSP instancesFPH~rsuch that
any refutation of ¢(PHn) requires exponentially many
clauses. This gives usF
Lemma 1 Every resolution bounded CSP algorithm
takes time at least 2a(n) on the instance family PHn.
In the second step we show that each algorithm in 1~
is resolution bounded. To do this we describe mod-
ified versions of the algorithms which have the same
time complexity as the originalsFbut also construct
the clauses needed for a refutation of ¢(A). This step
gives us the second lemma.
Lemma 2 Every A E R is resolution bounded.
Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2 and 1Fwhich to-
gether show that there is an infinite family of instances
on which every algorithm in R takes time 2a(n). |

In the next sectionPwe define "resolution bounded"F
specify the family PH~Fand prove Lemma 1. In the
following sectionFwe prove Lemma 2Fconsidering the
algorithms case-by-case.

CSP and Resolution Bounds

Finite Constraint Satisfaction
As usual a CSP is a triple A = (X, D, C}Fbut we treat
C unconventionally. X is a set of variables. D is a
function mapping each variable x to a finite set D(x).

An assignment 7 for a set of variables U C XFis a
set of atoms of the form x:aFwhere x E X and a E
D(x)Pand if x:aFx:b are both in 7Fthen a = b. We
write vars(7) for {xi3a, x:a ¯ 7}. Let F denote the
set of all assignments for subsets of X. We model the
constraints abstractlyFas a function C : F ~ F. For
an assignment 3’FC(7) is a minimal subset of 3’ which
violates a constraintFor 0. (C(.) can easily be defined
over the usual formalizations of the constraint set.) We
say assignment 7 for X satisfies A if C(7) = 

Formula Corresponding to a CSP

We use the following common (e.g.P(De Kleer 1989))
reduction from CSP to SAT. For each variable x ¯ XF
we have IO(x) l propositional variables to represent as-
signments of values to x. We write x:a for the literal
whichrwhen truercorresponds to the CSP variable x
being assigned value a. (So x:a represents an assign-
ment to a variable in the context of Arbut a literal in
the context of ¢(A).) Three sets of clauses encode 
properties of a CSP solution.

1. For each variable of AF a clause saying it is
assigned a value from its domain. We will refer
to such clauses as domain clauses.

2. For each U C X and each assignment 3’ to Urif
C(7) ¢ OFa clause expressing the correspond-
ing restriction on truth assignments.

3. For each variable of AFa set of clauses saying
that it gets at most one value.

For CSP AFwe define the CNF formula ¢(A) to 

xEX a~cED(x)

Clearly ¢(A) is satisfiable if and only ifA is satisfiable.

Resolution Bounded Algorithms
The resolution rule for propositional clauses is

(xVX) (-,x V 
(X V r)

o~XVY) is called the resolvent. A resolution derivationa clause c from a set of clauses A is a sequence
of clauses el...cm such that c,~ = c and each ci is
either in A or is a resolvent of two clauses cjl~k with
j, k < i. The derivation is of size m. A refutation
of A is a derivation of the empty clause 0 from A.
A CNF formula is unsatisfiable if and only if it has a
refutation. Sometimes we say a formula ¢ has a proof
of size mFmeaning there is a refutation of ¢ of size m.

For our analysisFa CSP algorithm takes a step for
each explicit assignment of a value to a variable. If
substantial processing occurs between assignmentsFwe
also count key steps in the relevant sub-program.

Definition: We say a CSP algorithm A is resolution
bounded if for every unsatisfiable instance AFthe num-
ber of steps taken by A on instance A is at least as large
as the number of clauses in the shortest refutation of
the formula ¢(A).

Pigeon Hole Inputs
The pigeonhole principle says that you can’t stuff n-I-1
pigeons into n holesr unless you put more than one
pigeon in some hole. Writing In] to denote the set



{1...n}Fthe formal statement is that there is no one-
to-one onto function f: [n + 1] ~-~ [n]. We can encode
the statement that such a function does exist as an
unsatisfiable CSP PH,, as follows.

X = {Pl,P2,...Pn+I}
D(pi) {hx,h2,...h,~},Vpi e X

{pi:hk,pj:hk} if {pi:hk,pj:hk} C_ 7,
and i 7t j,C(7) 

~ otherwise.

We can also encode this statement as a CNF formulaF
which we will call PHP,.

1 <i<:n+ 1 \l<j<n / l<k<n
1 ~ i <.i~ n-bl

l<_i<nq-1 l<3gk<n

This is the same as the formula that we get if we ap-
ply the transformation above to the CSP formulation.
That isF

PHPn = ¢(PHn)

Resolution Lower Bounds

The first super-polynomial lower bounds for unre-
stricted resolution were given by Haken(Haken 1985)F
who showed that for large n there are no resolution
refutations of PHP,~ of size smaller than 2a(’). A sim-
plified proofFwith a slightly stronger lower boundrwas
recently given in (Beame and Pitassi 1996)2.

Theorem 2 (Haken / Beame and Pitassl)
For sufficiently large n, any resolution proof of PHPn
requires at least 2n/2° clauses.

An examination of the proof shows that "sufficiently
large" means n > 1,867. UnfortunatelyPspace dictates
that we only sketch the barest elements of the proof["
which is not likely sufficient for the reader’s intuition.
Proof ("Sketch"): Call a clause long if it has at least
n2/lO literals. Show that any refutation of PHP~ con-
tains a long clause. NowFassume the existence of a
refutation of PHPn with fewer than 2,q20 clauses. By
a process of successive restrictions it is possible to ex-
tract from this refutation a refutation of PNPn,Fwhere
n > n’ > 0.671nFwhich does not contain a long clauseP
thereby obtaining a contradiction. I
Proof (of Lemma 1): Follows from theorem 2 and
the definition of resolution bounded algorithm. ̄

Observe that the lower bound result does not follow
merely from Haken’s theorem plus a correspondence
between the algorithm execution and resolution proofs.
Since the mapping of CSP inputs to CNF formulas is

2The cited papers use a slightly different formulation of
PHPn than we do, but the proof in (Bearne and Pitassi
1996) goes through without modification for our version.

not ontoPit is not necessarily the case that every un-
satisfiable CNF formula has a refutation corresponding
to the execution of an algorithm at hand. ThusFone
needs to establish a CSP input family that does map
onto a suitable CNF formula. It is fortuitous that the
PHn family behaves just as we want. To illustraterif
the only known resolution lower bounds were for ran-
dom CNF formulasPthe application of those bounds to
CSP algorithms would be non-trivial.

Our lower bounds are expressed as an exponential in
nFthe number of holesFwhile the formula PHPn is of
size @(n3). The exact nature of the lower bound de-
pends on our assumptions about encoding of the input.
Using N for input sizeFthe lower bound for resolution
proof size is 2a(N’/3). With a naive encodingFthis will
be the correct lower bound expressed in terms of input
size. Since some more reasonable constraint languages
can express PHn in size linear in nFthe implied lower
bound for CSP algorithms is indeed 2a(g).

Algorithms and Refutations

Most complete CSP algorithms in the literature (in-
cluding those in our set R)Fare refinements to back-
tracking. Backtrack-based algorithms attempt con-
struct a solution by incrementally extending an as-
signment to a subset of the variables. Whenever a
constraint is violatedFa recent extension is retractedF
and a different extension attempted.

The execution of a backtrack-based CSP algorithm
corresponds to a depth-first search of a rooted tree of
partial assignments. Each node corresponds to a vari-
ableFand each outgoing edge corresponds to one assign-
ment of a value to that variable. Let T(A, A) denote
the search tree explored by algorithm A executing on
unsatisfiable instance A. Associated with each node v
is partial assignment %Fa variable x, Fand for each
a E D(z.)Fan outgoing edge corresponding to x.:a. 
]D(z~)l = krthen v has k childrenPwhich we denote
V1 ... Vk rindexed in the order of execution.

The Refutation Corresponding to BT

The basic backtracking algorithm BT is given in Fig-
ure 1. The initial call is assumed to be BT(A, {}). Note
that BT is really a family of algorithmsFsince it does
not specify which variableFor which valueFto choose
nextFand each possible way of choosing these induces
one particular algorithm.

Procedure BT(A,3’)
if C(7) ~ O then return UNSAT
elsif vars(~l) = X, then return SAT
else

pick some ~z E X -- vars(’y)
for a E D(z)

ifBT( A,"/ LI {x:a}) =SAT then return SAT.
end for

end if
return UNSAT

Figure 1: Basic Backtracking ProcedureFBT



We label each node v of T(BTIh) with a clause 
as follows. If v is a leafFthen 7v violates a constraintP
so let co be the clause from ¢(A) expressing this con-
straint. If v is an internal nodePthen consider the k
children of vFeach of which is labeled with some clause
ci. If each of these clauses mentions zoPthen resolve
all of these clauses against the domain clause for x.
and let co be the resulting clause. If some ci does not
mention Xv Fand therefore the above sequence of reso-
lution steps cannot be carried outFthen let co be any
such ciFsay the first one computed.
Lemma 3 For every node v of T(BT, A), if co is the
label of node v, and nv is the number of nodes in the
subtree rooted at v, then

1) There is a resolution derivation of cv from ¢(A)
of size less than nv and,

2) e~ c {~---~lz:a ~ 7,}. (I.e., c, mentions a subset
of assignments in %.)

Proof." Ifv is aleafthen C(%) ¢ O. So we have
that e~ -- {~-~lx:a E C(%)} c {~--~lx:a ~ %}. Also
cv E ¢(A)Fso the number of resolution steps needed 
derive it is 0 < 1.
If v is an internal nodeFthen each child vi ofv is labeled
with some clause ci whichFby inductive hypothesisF
has the desired properties. If each of the ci includes
some xv.-~Fthen resolve all of these clauses against the
domain clause for xvF(VacD(~) xv:a) E ¢(A) to obtain
co. This operation can be carried outFbecause all the
ci contain only negated literalsFso all signs match up
as required. Nowrco = U~(c~ -~) c_ {~--:~lz:a ~ %}r
and the number of resolvents is the sum of those to
construct the child clauses plus the number of child
clausesFwhich is less than n.. If one or more of the ci
do not mention any xo:aiFthen let co be such a ci with
smallest index iFand we are done. ̄

Lemma 4 BT is resolution bounded.

Proof: Follows from Lemma 3 and the definition of
resolution bounded. |

Figure 2 shows a modified backtracking algorithm
BTR which generates the clauses for our refutation
of ¢(A). On a given instanceFthe execution of 
and BTR are exactly the sameFexcept that when BT
returns UNSATFBTR returns (UNSAT; c)Pwhere c 
the clause labeling the corresponding node in T(BTIh).

Backmarking

Backmarking (BM) (Gashnig 1977) is a technique 
reduce the number of explicit consistency checks per-
formed by backtracking. This does not affect the set of
partial assignments examinedFso resolution bounded-
ness of BM follows from that of BT. (Explicit consis-
tency checks are hidden in our function C(.)Fsinee 
can treat them as having no cost.)

Back jumping
Our labeling scheme for node v of the tree for BT al-
lowed that a clause ci from some child of a node v

Procedure BTR(A,’7)
if C(3’) # ~ then return (UNSAT; {~-~1 =:,~ c c(-y)})
elsif vars(’,/) = th en re turn SA T
else

pick some x E X - oars(3,)
o" ¢- (VaED(x)x:a)
for a e D(z)

if BTR(A,q’ O {x:a}) = (UNSAT; p) 
a 6- res(a,fl,~-’~).

else
return SAT.

end if
end for

end if
return (UNSAT; a}

Where,

resolvent of (~ and fl, if a E a and ~ E fl
res(cGfl, a)= fl, ifa E c~ and ~fl

a, if a ¢ a

Figure 2: Computing Resolvents while Backtracking

might not mention Xv. In this caseFwe labeled v with
the first such ci. Stated another wayFat a point where
the algorithm BTR is assigning values to variable xoF
one of the recursive calls may return a clause which
does not mention any assignment to Xv. This will hap-
pen when x did not appear in any of the constraints
violated at the leaves in the subtree rooted at v. In this
caseFnone of the other clauses from children of v are
used in the refutation. Since such a ci is a certificate
that no extension of 7- can be a solutionFthere is no
point in exploring other assignments to xv without first
backtracking and reassigning a "previous" variable.

The algorithm RBJ (for Resolvent-Based Backjump-
ing) shown in Figure 3 refines BT in accordance with
this observation. If the clause returned by a recursive
call does not mention the current variableFthen RBJ
immediately returnsFpassing this derived clause up to
previous invocations. This passing up continues until a
node is reached with a branching variable that occurs
in the clause.

Procedure RBJ (A,3")
if C(7) # 0 then return {UNSAT; {~h-] x:a E 7})
elsif vars(’7) = X then return SAT
else

pick some x E X -- vars(~/)
O~ "(-- (VaeD(=)~C:a)

for a e D(x)
R <-- RBJ(A,3’ U {x:a})
if R= (UNSAT :fl) then

if ~ E fl thenex +-- res(a,fl,~-M)
else

return (UNSAT; fl)
end if

else
return SAT.

end if
end for

end if
return (UNSAT; a)

Figure 3: RBJ: Resolvent-Based Backjumping

The strategy RBJ just described sounds like conflict-
directed backjumping (CBJ)F and indeed they are



equivalent. The standard description of CBJ adapts
BT by making use of a conflict setFconfliets(x)Ffor
each variable x. Each time the algorithm reaches
a node where x will be assigned valuesF the set
conflicts(x) is set to 0. When assigning a value to 
violates a constraint with some already-assigned vari-
able yFy is added to conflicts(x)Fand a new value 
tried for x. If all values for x have been triedFthen
CBJ jumps back to the "latest" (i.e.Fmost recently
set) variable in conflicts(x). If this variable is yFthen
conflicts(y) is set to conflicts(y)U conflicts(x) 

Lemma 5 RBJ and CBJ are resolution bounded.

Proof: It is clear that the lemma is true for RBJFso
it remains to show that RBJ and CBJ are equivalent.
For thisFit is sufficient to show thatrwhen both algo-
rithms are at nodes with the same corresponding truth
assignmentsFthey agree on whether to jump back or
search another branch.
Label the tree T(CBJIA)Fas follows. When CBJ back-
jumps from node v to node hFlabel each vertex on the
path v...h with the set conflicts(x.). Consider two
nodes v,u of T(CBJIA) and T(RBJIA)FrespectivelyF
such that x, = x~ and ~ = ~. CBJ and RBJ do the
same thing provided the label of v is the same vars(c,,).
If v is a leafI~his obvious. Assume v is not a leaf. Then
if some child has a label which does not mention x.r
the label of v is the first such label encounteredrand
otherwise is is the union of all labels from v’s childrenF
less x.. The clause c, is constructed in the same man-
ner from clauses labeling its childrenFso by inductive
hypothesis we are done. |

Lemma 6 Backjumping (B J) and Graph-Based Back-
jumping (GBJ) (Gashnig 1978; Dechter I990) are 
olution bounded.

Proof." The sub-trees pruned from the BT tree by BJ
and GBJ are a subset of those pruned by RBJ. |

Forward Checking

Forward Checking (FC) modifies BT to reduce the
number of nodes searched by doing extra consistency
checks. When a variable is assigned a valueFFC checks
the constraints of all unassigned variablesFand removes
from their domains any values not consistent with the
current assignment. If the domain of some future vari-
able becomes emptyFthe current assignment is incon-
sistentrand backtracking takes place.

Our modified FC works as follows. For each variable
xrwe maintain a clause 5,Pwhich corresponds to the
domain reductions that FC has performed on x. Ini-
tially 5~ = (VaeD@)x:a). At a node vFwhen we assign
the value a to xv Fwe check the consistency of xv:a with
each value c available for each unassigned variable y. If
C({x~:a, y:c}) ¢ 0Fthen we let 5y = ~es(hy, (x--~.a, ~-~))F
and remove c from D(y). (These two operations are
undone when backtracking occurs.) If at some point
D(y) becomes emptyFthen 5~ no longer mentions y at

allrbut consists of a set of negated atoms which is fal-
sified by the current assignment. Thusrthe algorithm
returns 5(y) as the clause for the current node.

Lemma 7 FC and MFC are resolution bounded.

Proof: Our modified FC simulates the originalFand
constructs resolvents from clauses in ¢(A) such that
whenever FC returns earlier than BT because of an
empty domainFa resolvent is available for use in the
refutation which is falsified by the current assignment.
This clause is one of the possible clauses that could
be returned (depending ordering strategy) by BT 
searching the eliminated subtree.
The domain reductions made at each node by Minimal
Forward Checking are a subset of those made FCFand
can be carried out with a similar strategy. ¯

Arc Consistency

A CSP instance is arc consistent itTfor every pair of
variables x and yrfor every a E D(x)F there is 
least one c C D(y) which is consistentFi.e.Psuch that
C({x:a,y:c}) = 0. We say that c supports x:a at y.
If there is no value c that supports x:a at yFthen no
solution gives x the value a. Arc consistency filter-
ing transforms a CSP instance into an arc consistent
instance by repeatedly deleting domain elements with
no support at some other variable.

We use Mohr and Henderson’s AC-4 arc consis-
tency algorithmFwhich has running time of optimal
order(Mohr and Henderson 1986). Figure 4 shows our
versionrwhich constructs the set of clauses we need.
The scheme is a generalization of that used for FCF
and can in fact be further generalized to k-consistency
filtering for arbitrary k.

The algorithm uses 4 data structures. Supports[x:a]
is the set of y:c supported by a at x. Number[x:a,y]
stores the number of values which support x:a at y.
Clause[x:a, y] is a clause which reflects the changes
made to gumber[x:a,y]. Initially Clause[x:a,y] =
(VceD(y)y:c)Fthe domain clause for y. There is also
a stack SFwhich stores derived atoms which must be
propagated. We assume the set E of pairs (x, y) 
variables between which there is a constraint is avail-
able. Supports[x:a] and E are used for efficiencyFbut
have no role in constructing resolvents.

The initial pruning stage works as follows. For each
x:aFit checks every y:c to see how many values b sup-
port z:a at y. Whenever C({z:a,y:c}) = ~Fc sup-
ports x:a at y. Whenever C({x:a, y:c}) # erthe clause
Clause[x:a, y] is resolved with {g-~, ~--~}Fand the result
becomes the new value of Clause[x:a,y]. After per-
forming all checks for x:aFNumber[x:a, y] is the same
as the number of occurrences of y in Clause[x:a,y].
If Number[z:a, y] = 0rthen a is removed from D(x)
and ~=g is pushed onto the stack. If this happensF
Clause[x:a, y] = (~-=g)Fso the new domain clause for
xFwhich does not include aFcan be obtained by one
more resolution step.



Procedure AC-4R(A)
// initialize data structures
for2 E X,a E D(x)

Supports[x:a] e-
for (a:,y) E 

Nurnber[x:a, y] +-- 0

c’ta.,cl ....yj + (vo~o<~)~:c)
end for

end for

[[ initial pruning
for (x)y) 

for a e D(x), c E D(y)
if C({x:a, y:c}) #Othen

Number[x:a,y] += 1
S,pport,[w¢] u= {~:a}

else
Ctause[ .... y] +- nes( Ctause[ .... Yl, (~-Z v ~) 

end if
end for
if Number[x:a,y] = 0 then

D(x) +- D(x) {a}
S.Push( Clause[x:a, y])

end for
end for

[[ propagation
while not(Empty)

(~:-~) +-- S.PopO
for x:a E Supports[y:c]

Number[x:a, y] -= 1
Clause[x:a, y] +-- Res( Clauselx:a, y], (~))
if Number[x:a, y] = 0 and a E D(x)then

D(:~) (" D(x’) -- {a}
S.Pus h( Clause[x:a, y])

end if
end for

end while

Figure 4: AC-4R

In the propagation stageF negated atoms - which
identify values which have been eliminated from do-
mains - are popped from the stack. When ~ is
poppedF Number[x:a, y] and Clause[x:a, y] are modi-
fied for each x:a E Supports[y:c]. Further domain re-
ductions may occurFwith attendant computation of
resolventsF and their effects also propagated. When
the propagation phase completesFwe have one of two
possibilities. If some domain has been made emptyF
then the empty clause has been derived by resolution.
OtherwiseFwe have an arc-consistent version A’ of the
original instance AFand a resolution derivation of the
clauses in ¢(A’) from the clauses in ¢(A).

A number of algorithms employ arc consistency fil-
tering during backtrackingFeither at selected nodes
or at all nodes (Nadel 1989; Sabin and Freuder 1994;
Prosser 1995Ffor example). We will consider a generic
and unrefined version of this ideaPfrom which it should
be clear that the same idea applies to most if not all
of the variants in the literature.

Lemma 8 Any algorithm which consists of backtrack-
ing (possibly with backjumping refinements) modified
by performing k-consistency filtering before some or all
branching operations, then A is resolution bounded.

Proof (Sketch): Consider a path from the root to 
leaf in the search tree for the algorithm. As the search

progresses down the pathFassignments to variables are
madeFand simplified instances are created by consis-
tency filtering. The result of consistency filtering is
reduced domains for some variables. First prove by in-
duction downward that by carrying out the sequence
of resolution steps specified by AC-41~ (or a generaliza-
tion of it for k > 2)Fwe can derive shortened domain
clauses corresponding to all reductions in domains per-
formed by the consistency filtering operations. Then
construct the refutation by induction from the bot-
tom up as before. Because reduced domain clauses are
availablel~here is no need for clauses from the sub-trees
pruned by consistency filtering.
Note one subtlety in the downward construction. We
cannot derive exactly the clauses that correspond to
the reduced instanceFsince we cannot directly model
the assignment operation with a resolution step. We
carry out the sequence of resolution steps which corre-
spond to consistency filtering operations as described
for AC-4RFbut the propositions corresponding to as-
signments made on the path still appear in the "re-
duced domain clauses". FortunatelyFthese are handled
by the upward construction of the refutationFas in the
versions without consistency filtering. ¯

Storing No-goods

A number of CSP algorithms make use of recording
no-goods - often called learning - while doing back-
tracking ((Dechter 1990) for example).

Lemma 9 Any of the above methods, when enhanced
by no-good recording, is resolution bounded.

Proof (Idea): A no-good corresponds exactly to 
negative clause generated while constructing our refu-
tation. Storing no-goods corresponds to caching these
resolventsFand checking them against the current as-
signment each time an extension is made to it. ¯

Lemma 10 Dynamic Backtracking (Ginsberg 1993) 
resolution bounded.

Proof (Idea): Storing no-goods is the primary con-
trol mechanism of dynamic backtracking. Space pre-
cludes a proof hereF but a proof in our style can be
easily obtained by adapting Baker’s proof of a slightly
different propertyFand Ginsberg’s completeness proof
(Baker 1995; Ginsberg 1993). 

Discussion
Related Work

We should begin by noting that even stronger lower
bounds than ours (something like n!)rcan be obtained
for some of these algorithms by applying known prop-
erties of local consistency (Dechter 1992Fqv.). Our
interest in the proof-based analysis is that we believe
it can be more generally appliedFand that it tells us
something different about the algorithms (even when
studying the same inputs).



There are many connections between resolution and
backtracking algorithms in the literature. For propo-
sitional satisfiabilityFwhich is equivalent to CSPs with
domain size twoFthe correspondence between resolu-
tion and the Davis-Putnam procedure is well known.
de Kleer(De Kleer 1989) points out that (paraphras-
ing) if ~ i s the result of applying k-consistency filter-
ing to AFthen ¢(A’) can be obtained from ¢(A) 
resolution. HoweverFhis paper does not address com-
plexity. Our point is that carrying out the resolution
steps has computationally the same cost as running
an optimal consistency filtering algorithm. Mackworth
(Mackworth 1991) discusses logical representations 
CSP instances and resolutionFbut does not draw con-
nections to standard CSP algorithms or discuss algo-
rithm complexity. Bayardo and Schrag (Bayardo Jr.
and Schrag 1997) employed the relation between resol-
vents and CBJ for satisfiabilityIbut did not discuss it in
the context of general CSPs. The correspondence be-
tween no-goods and negative clauses appearsFat least
implicitlyFin many papers.

The work closest to ours in both spirit and technique
is in Chapter 5 of Baker’s thesis (Baker 1995). There
lower bounds are shown for backtracking (plus learning
and backjumping) and dynamic backtracking using in-
puts with bounded induced width (Dechter and Pearl
1988). Since the PH,~ inputs have unbounded widthF
these bounds provide information ours don’t. HoweverF
the bounds obtained are weaker than ours (O(nt°g’~))P
and apply to fewer algorithms. (Since the inputs used
have short proofsFsome resolution bounded procedures
will solve them in polytime). MoreoverPthe inputs
used to obtain these results are less natural than PHn
(see below). Baker defines a CSP variant of resolutionF
based only on no-good clausesFand then uses restricted
versions of this system to obtain the lower bounds.
The correspondence to propositional resolution is easy
to seeFnot all algorithms will have convenient simu-
lationsF and the simulations for some will not be as
tight as ours (e.g.Fthe analogous notion of resolution-
bounded is weaker)Fsince not all propositional refuta-
tions can be represented.

Some Practical Considerations
A reasonable treatment of the relevance of these
bounds to actually using algorithms in practice is be-
yond the scope of this paperFbut we have a few brief
comments to make along these lines.

Asymptotic results sometimes tell us little about
instances of practical sizeF but these results are not
asymptotic (other than that we use the standard
asymptotic notation). The lower bound from (Beame
and Pitassi 1996) holds for n > 1,867Fwhich is not
large for a real-world problem. PHi,s67 requires at
least 294 ~ 1029 stepsFwhich is beyond hopeless for
the for-seeable future. MoreoverFthis proven bound is
likely much smaller than the best that can be achieved
in practice. The shortest known refutation for PHP,~

requires (n- 1)(n + n-3 clausesFwhich even for
PH100 is more than 1033 steps.

While it may be unlikely that one encounters PH,~
inputs in practiceFthe problem is in essence quite nat-
ural. Whenever a problem requires finding a matching
between two setsF a pigeonhole-like sub-problem can
arise. Such matchings are central to a whole range of
assignmentFtimetabling and scheduling problems. In
hard instances of such problemsFan unsolvable match-
ing problem is exactly what we expect to obtain af-
ter a few bad choices have been made. It is impor-
tant here to realize that the difficulty of the PH,,
problems is much more general than this particular
encoding of matching. For exampleF it sounds eas-
ier to spot the mistake of trying to squeeze fat too
many pigeons into a set of holesF rather than just
one too many. But in factFfor resolution-bounded al-
gorithmsFit is just as hard (Buss and TurAn 1988)
MoreoverF the same problem arises for more gen-
eral matching problems to the extent that even hav-
ing a solution to PH,~ supplied for free (as an ax-
iom or sub-routineF say) does not help (Ajtai 1988;
Beame and Pitassi 1993).

Determining the extent to which problems of this
sort actually occur in applications is an empirical ques-
tion we cannot address hereFbut the proliferation of
workshops on solving hard instances of the sorts of
problems mentioned above is suggestive.

Proofs and Algorithms
Most of this paper is devoted to analysis of common
CSP algorithms in terms of propositional calculus and
resolution proofsFand using this analysis to prove ex-
ponential lower bounds for the algorithms. HoweverF
the technique of proof-based analysis can be applied to
much more than what we have covered here. One role
is a tool in understanding why certain algorithms do
badly. Although there is considerable range in sophis-
tication of the algorithms we have looked atFin some
sense they all do badly for the same reason. Of courseF
they have important differencesF which are reflected
by other inputsFand even here we can learn something
from proofs. For exampleFBT and CBJ correspond
to the restriction to tree-like proofsFwhereas methods
which use consistency filtering or no-good recording
have additional power which can be obtained by con-
structing DAG-like proofs.

From our speculations in the previous subsection
it would follow that the resolution-bounded nature of
almost all current algorithms is a major obstacle to
progress. We conjecture that performance improve-
ments of more than an order of magnitude beyond the
current stateF on a wide range of instancesF will not
occur until we break the "resolution barrier". (To see
what sort of challenge this isFtry to think up an algo-
rithm which could conceivably be practicalFbut which
you are convinced is not resolution bounded.)

A nice thing about viewing algorithms as proof-



constructors is that there is a wide range of other proof
systems availableF most of which are more powerful
than resolution. Most of these are not reasonable can-
didates for practical implementationIbut they do pro-
vide a suite of potential tools for development.

The prevalence of resolution is in part a result of
it’s close relationship to backtrackingFand in part a
result of it being a week enough proof system that
it is not too hard to find complete strategies which
are can be practically implemented. Much stronger
proof systemsFsuch as extended resolution (for which
no non-trivial lower bounds are known)Fdo not of-
fer much promise for practical implementation. In the
middle ground are systems like the cutting planes sys-
temF which is stronger than resolution in that there
are polynomial size proofs for the pigeonhole formulasF
yet week enough that it is possible to base practical al-
gorithms on it (as demonstrated by the mathematical
programming community).

Concluding Remarks
We have shownFfor a wide range CSP algorithmsFa
correspondence between execution on unsatisfiable in-
stances (or sub-instances) and the construction of 
resolution refutation for a related propositional for-
mula. Using this propertyFwe have shown that the
simple family of instances PHnFwhich encodes a ver-
sion of the pigeonhole principleF induces exponential
lower bounds on the runtime of the algorithms. The
algorithms addressed include many of the most popu-
lar and successful algorithms in the literature.

For veterans in the area none of this will be sur-
prising. Our main goal has been to make more explicit
and precise the basics of what we consider to be a pow-
erful but very under-utilized tool. There is probably
more to be learned via this route even for existing al-
gorithms. More importantlyFwe conjecture that what
it has told us already has significant implications for
how we should be approaching the task of designing
better algorithms. That isFthat the study of propo-
sitional proof systems and their complexity should be
an integral part of this activity.
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